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Better sensor and actuator functionality makes machines and systems more and more powerful.
Beckhoff Bus Terminals reliably meet increased requirements for I/O signals through their modularity 
and compact design. The Bus Terminal system is complemented by the new KMxxxx type terminal 
modules, offering more compact design and increased packaging density.

Control Techniques, one of the world's leading manufacturers of variable speed drives, cooperates 
with Beckhoff in the development of innovative universal drive systems. Beckhoff I/O components 
are used in applications as varied as Formula 1 gearboxes, Royal Navy fishery protection vessels,
and at the Nissan UK car factory.

Beckhoff technology at BMW in Germany: The BMW plant in Regensburg produces the BMW 3 series,
and in future the new BMW 1 series; here, 55 Beckhoff Control Panels are used for visualization of the
paint shop. At the Dingolfing BMW plant, Fieldbus Box modules deal with I/O communication during 
fitting of the rubber seal for glass sliding/vent roofs in the BMW 5 series.
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In 1998, Beckhoff made a brave move into North America by establishing a sub-

sidiary, called Beckhoff Automation LLC, in Minneapolis, Minnesota, with 3 em-

ployees. From this small beginning the company has now grown to 28 people

with a substantial increase in business. But before I talk about the business,

I would like to provide some general facts about North America (Canada, Mexico

and USA) since I think it is a fascinating part of the world, and maybe you will 

also.

One of the first impressions that strikes a visitor is size. The USA is 9,631,448 sq.

km, Canada is 9,984,670 sq. km and Mexico is 1,972,650 sq. km for a total of

21,588,768 sq. km. The State of Texas alone is about twice the size of Germany.

There are 293 million people in the USA, 33 million in Canada and 105 million

in Mexico for a total of 431 million of various races and religions.

The landscape is also very diverse ranging from deserts in the west and south to

tropical in the south east and to arctic in the north. Temperatures vary from -50

to over 50 degrees C. The highest point is 6194 m in Alaska and the lowest is

Death Valley at -86 m.

Distances are also large. It is very difficult to jump in a car and drive around the

continent to see customers. A straight line from Miami, Florida to Seattle, Wash-

ington is over 4,300 km and just to drive from the sights of Orlando, Florida to

the high spots in Manhattan, New York is almost 2,000 km.

To help solve customers’ needs, Beckhoff has also had to diversify from its ini-

tial location to multiple locations around North America. Sales offices have now

been established in Atlanta (Georgia), Austin (Texas), Cleveland (Ohio), Harris-

burg (Pennsylvania), Minneapolis (Minnesota), Raleigh (North Carolina), San

Diego (California) and Toronto (Ontario). Engineering offices have also been es-

tablished in Austin, Pittsburg (Pennsylvania), San Diego and Toronto and San Luis

Potosi, Mexico. And we plan more to come as we continue our growth.

So from a small start in 1998, Beckhoff Automation LLC has now grown dra-

matically and will reach over $12 million in sales in 2004. The number of cus-

tomers has also dramatically increased with over 600 active accounts. Many of

these accounts are users of European machinery since North American compa-

nies are large consumers of imported machinery. To manage the demanding

service needs of our customers, Beckhoff Automation LLC has had to invest 

in both people and inventory and will be moving into a larger facility near 

Minneapolis in August to accommodate this growth. Our parts warehouse will

double in size, a dedicated repair facility will be created as well as more office

space for engineering and support.

We believe that Beckhoff North America’s growth will continue at a very strong

rate because companies are looking to newer technologies to improve their

competitiveness as they are being driven by global competition to drastically im-

prove their productivity. Areas being looked at to solve the productivity issue are

varied but often include cost reductions, improved throughput, better flexibility,

scaleable systems, improved uptime/system reliability, less rework, improved use

of assets and reducing work in process.

2 editorial

Beckhoff North America:
retrospect and outlook
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Many North American companies are using all or parts of the process called

“lean manufacturing” to help meet the new objectives. Some key automation

techniques used at these progressive companies include integrating multiple ac-

tivities into one machine and reducing floor space and improving work flow, re-

ducing parts by standardizing, reducing the number of vendors, replacing me-

chanical systems with more flexible electronic systems, and connecting machin-

ery and processes to the corporate supervisory and MES systems.

These new techniques are driving the need within automation systems for Eth-

ernet connectivity at all control levels, simplification of control architectures, in-

tegrated systems, increased use of servos, lower cost software tools, smaller

components, lower cost systems, increased accuracy, faster responses, improved

diagnostic capabilities and local data storage.

Therefore to institute effective Lean Manufacturing, companies will also have 

to institute Lean Automation in which a key component is the use of Industrial

PCs using open technologies to control and monitor production. Traditional 

control systems using PLCs, Motion Controllers and PC based HMI are being 

replaced by a single IPC, thereby simplifying the complete controls architecture

at a lower cost, with improved flexibility and better performance. The tradition-

al control technologies were designed as stand-alone components when “is-

lands of automation” were an acceptable approach but due to their proprietary

backplanes, operating systems and software, they were never designed to use

open technologies such as Ethernet, Windows Operating Systems, Visual Basic,

3 editorial

IEC 61131-3 programming, or multiple networking communications. To handle

modern communications, the traditional PLC approach has been to add-on ex-

pensive communication gateways and scanners, plug-in expensive PC modules,

with extra software packages and often from third party providers, thereby com-

plicating the total support infrastructure. It is like building a tall building on a

weak foundation. It can be done but at quite an expense, and don’t ask for fu-

ture enhancements!

Based upon Lean Manufacturing's success in creating new approaches to pro-

ductivity growth, I believe that the Beckhoff New Automation Technology will be

a key component in making North American manufacturing companies more

successful.

Graham Harris
President Beckhoff Automation LLC

Graham Harris, President Beckhoff Automation LLC, North America
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5 products

“red dot award” for Industrial PC C63xx

Established by the Design Center, North-Rhine Westphalia in Germany, the “red dot” is one of the
most sought-after awards in the entire world for excellent design in technology. During this year's compe-
tition, the C63xx Industrial PC range from Beckhoff received the prestigious award in the product design 
category.

In this year's selection process, an international panel deter-

mined the winners in product design from 1673 submissions

from 32 countries. Because of this award, the Beckhoff Indus-

trial PC C63xx will be displayed in the world’s largest exhibi-

tion of contemporary design in the red dot Museum in Essen,

Germany. The fact that this product not only has the required

technical features, but also outstanding design, makes not on-

ly the manufacturer proud, but is especially gratifying for Beck-

hoff industrial designer Frank Greiser, who developed the prod-

uct design for the Industrial PCs in co-operation with his team

of five Beckhoff engineers.

Greiser regards the award as a confirmation of his philosophy:

“The product quality must be conveyed through the aesthetic

appearance,” he said. “A strong feature of the C63xx Industri-

al PC range is that, although standard-compliant PC plug-in

cards were used, the resulting slot edge does not result in a

“kink in the design.” Instead, the required geometry has been

integrated with the closure, which opens with a single screw.

The high-quality enclosure made from anodized aluminium

provides a contemporary casing for the chromium-plated plug

connector panel. “Through careful design of the chassis com-

ponents, we were able to completely avoid unsightly cut-outs

in the slot section, which are usually required for edging. The

Beckhoff product thus conveys system integration, high quali-

ty and commendableness, because these features are inherent

in the product,” Greiser said.

The technical features have not been neglected either. The

C63xx series of Industrial PCs is used wherever standard PC

technology with ultra-compact design is required. As a full-

fledged substitute for a powerful PLC, the Industrial PC not on-

ly deals with PLC tasks, but also offers all the operating and

communication options of a modern PC.

www.red-dot.org

Beckhoff control cabinet PC 
series receives design award
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The C63xx series of Industrial PCs has been designed for fitting into control cab-

inets. The control cabinet PCs can be used to particular advantage in applica-

tions where standard PC technology in ultra-compact design is required. All PC

connections are located on one side, while the three other sides can be used

for mounting the unit depending upon the control cabinet’s physical design. In

all types of this series, the internal chassis can be removed for configuration or

maintenance purposes. The DVI and USB interfaces supplied with the basic con-

figuration enable connection to a Control Panel.

The two new types, C6340 and C6350, include a slot motherboard with socket

type 370 for Intel Celeron or Pentium III processors. The 5-slot passive-backplane

contains a combined ISA/PCI slot and two PCI slots for a total of three free slots.

The additional slots can be used for PC fieldbus cards, for example, in systems

where several fieldbus systems are used in parallel. The external dimensions of

the C6340 are 134 x 196 x 226 (W x H x D) mm without a mounting plate; the

C6350 with additional CD-RW drive is only 14 mm wider.

Industrial PC family expanded

The C63xx compact control cabinet PC range has been complemented by two additional types. Compared with the existing
models, the C6340 and C6350 Industrial PCs have two extra PCI slots. They, therefore, expand the application options of the PC series to include
many more possibilities.

C6340: 5-slot Industrial PC for space-saving control cabinet mounting

Product announcement: estimated market release 3rd quarter 2004

Two additional PCI slots increase 
application flexibility

C6350: 5-slot Industrial PC for space-saving control cabinet mounting,

with slimline IDE CD-RW drive
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The complete drive technology solution from Beckhoff consists of: AX2000 and

AX2500 series Digital Compact Servo Drives, AM2000 Synchronous Servomotors

and AL2000 series Linear Servomotors. New winding technology means that the

new AM3000 motor series is a real alternative to the proven AM2000 series. For

these motors, the stator is not wound outside the housing but inside through a

needle winder.

With conventional technology, the winding is pressed into the grooved laminat-

ed core. This only achieves a copper filling ratio (which determines the maximum

torque) of approx. 40 percent. Also, the insulation layer has to be significantly

thicker in order to protect the wire from mechanical stress and to prevent dam-

age.

With pole winding, the copper wire is always in close contact with the iron core.

The wire insulation can be much thinner, since no pressing of the winding head

is required. These measures lead to a significant increase in the proportion of “ac-

tive” copper, which determines the torque value, so that the performance yield of

the AM3000 series is approx. 25-35 percent higher. An additional benefit is that

the motors are significantly shorter than conventional models.

Sealed winding
The AM3000 servomotors are characterized by extremely low moment of inertia

of the rotor, robust design and high overload capacity. The winding is sealed in

order to eliminate air between individual wires, since the thermal resistance of

air is higher than that of epoxy resin. This seal further increases mechanical re-

silience in case of vibration or other disturbances.

The Beckhoff drive technology product range is optimized for PC-based control applications. The Industrial PCs from 
Beckhoff and TwinCAT PLC/NC/CNC software are ideally equipped for single and multiple axis positioning tasks with high dynamic requirements.
The new AM3000 Synchronous Servomotor series expands the motor range with a compact, high-performance variant.

New AM3000 motor range expands
Beckhoff drive technology

Pole-wound 
servomotors

The AM3000 range of Synchronous 

Servomotors offers an alternative to

the proven AM2000 series.

Andreas Golf, product manager for drive technology at Beckhoff, said of the 

new servomotors, “We have already implemented the first projects with the 

new AM3000 type servomotors and the feedback from customers is very positive.

Performance and power density are significantly higher than comparable motors.

We’ve already had to significantly increase stock for the AM3000 motors.”

Motor housing made from 

a single piece/small tolerances

Pressed bearings

Rotatable plug connectors

Sealed winding

Low cogging
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special drive characteristics in terms of

dynamics, synchronism or acceleration

are required. Particularly with short-

stroke movements in rapid succession

with high speed, conventional rotary

systems can lead to premature wear of

mechanical components. In these appli-

cations, linear motor technology can of-

fer significant benefits.

The primary motor sections contain the

coils and the iron core and are ideally

suited for use in aggressive environ-

ments. The secondary sections contain

The motor range from Beckhoff drive

technology is rounded off by the AL2400

and AL2800 ranges of 3-phase Linear

Servomotors. Linear motors are integrat-

ed directly into the machine design and

coupled with the load without coupling

and transfer elements required for rotary

motors. This results in optimum space

utilization, and the absence of transfer

elements ensures play-free power trans-

mission. Linear motors can be used

wherever the rotary design reaches me-

chanical installation limits, or where

8 products

The AL2400 Linear Servomotors expand the product range for the smaller performance

range. This series comprises two motors (AL2403 and AL2406) with a peak force of 

120 N or 240 N. The motors are 50 mm wide and the pole spacing is 24 mm. These 

linear motors are particularly suitable for tight installation situations. The motors reach

speeds of up to 8 m/s and are operated with 230 V AC.

New AL2xxx linear 
motor series

Single-piece motor housing
Servomotors dissipate a large proportion of the heat generated inside the motor

via the flange. It is, therefore, important to keep the heat transfer resistance as

low as possible. For this reason, the housings of the AM3000 motor series are

made from a single piece, since material transitions increase the thermal resist-

ance and have a negative influence on the stability of the motor.

The AM3000 Synchronous Servomotors are available with seven different flange

sizes and for each size a wide range of variants is available. This means that once

the flange size has been defined, there is scope for variation in the length. The

motors are offered with torques between 0.18 and 53 Nm and with a wide range

of nominal speeds so that for each application and gear ratio, the motor with the

optimum dimensions can be selected.

Properties 
| Rotatable plug connectors for power and feedback are freely rotatable,

making wiring of the whole machine easier.

| Pressed bearings prevent axial motion of the shaft.

| Tight tolerances result in a highly symmetric structure inside the motor 

reducing cogging to an absolute minimum.

| Feedback option (similar to the AM2000 series) – resolver, single-turn and

multi-turn absolute encoder.

| The motors are optionally available with smooth shaft or with groove and

feather key.
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The AL2800 Linear Servomotors expand our high-performance product range.

For large peak forces up to 9000 N, the AL2800 series offers four motor variants with

2250 N, 4500 N, 6750 N or 9000 N. The motors are 130 mm wide and the pole spacing

is 24 mm. The motors reach speeds between 2.5 m/s and 6 m/s and are operated with

400 … 480 V AC.

the permanent magnets required for

generating force. A stainless cover pro-

tects the magnet material from mechan-

ical damage and oxidation. Through

their compact design, the AL series linear

motors with iron core provide high pow-

er density and maximum dynamics.

The permanent magnets located on the

secondary sections create an attractive

force for the iron core located on the pri-

mary section. The linear guide has to be

able to withstand this force. In the linear

motors of the AL series, the attractive

force is minimized by reducing the num-

ber of magnets used, without any loss in

force. Additional beveling of the mag-

nets reduces cogging.

The aim during the development of all

three motor designs was dynamic oper-

ation without water cooling – which is

needed for other linear motors with sim-

ilar performance data - because this re-

quires significant additional effort and

expense in most cases. For this reason,

the motors were designed with mini-

mum heat transfer resistance.

All three motor series have the same

pole spacing. This has the advantage

that the procedure for adjusting the

drive amplifiers and the adaptation to a

linear encoder or the MES system is al-

ways the same, which saves time during

commissioning. In principle, it is possible

to operate several primary sections on

one magnetic track. This significantly re-

duces the installation and component

costs and opens up application options

that would not normally be considered

for linear motors.

“These two linear motor ranges close the gap that existed between the

smaller and larger power range. Through the use of optimized magnet 

material, the motors have led to significant customer growth in areas such

as glass processing, timber machinery, window production machines and

other applications with harsh operating conditions.”
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The Beckhoff Bus Terminal is the most open and flexible I/O system for all com-

mon fieldbuses. The wide range of electronic terminal blocks covers all I/O chan-

nels required in automation applications, from the digital and analog world to the

serial interface. The Bus Terminals with 1, 2, 4 or 8 channels are only 12 mm wide

and enable bit-precise configuration of the required I/O channels. From the wide

range of signals it is possible to tailor a specific solution, as if from a toolkit.

The new terminal modules are fully system-compatible. Like the Bus Terminals,

they can be operated with any Beckhoff Bus Coupler or Bus Terminal Controller.

More sensor and actuator functionality makes machines and systems more and more powerful. The Bus Terminal I/O system
reliably meets increased requirements for I/O signals through its modularity and compact design. The existing Bus Terminal system is now com-
plemented by the KMxxxx terminal module with increased packing density. In many areas of application, cost benefits can be realized through
lower overall installed size and application-specific signal mix.

10 products

Beckhoff terminal modules open up new areas of application

Terminal modules – 
the logical extension of the 
Bus Terminal system

Like the standard Bus Terminals, the KM modules are integrated in the I/O system

and connected with the internal terminal bus. Bus Terminals and terminal mod-

ules can be combined without restriction. Like the Bus Terminals, no tools are re-

quired for the wiring since spring-loaded technology is used; however the con-

nection layer is now pluggable.

The terminal modules combine 16, 32 or 64 digital inputs or outputs on a very

small area. This compact and slimline design enables very high packing densities,

leading to smaller control cabinets and terminal boxes.
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The new Beckhoff terminal modules for the Bus Terminal system.

11 products

Digital l/O modules with up to 64 channels
The KM modules are used, for example, in applications with high demand for

standard signal types such as digital I/Os. The very compact digital KM1xxx and

KM2xxx input/output terminal modules have 16, 32 or 64 channels. Each I/O con-

nector has 8 inputs or outputs. LEDs integrated into the connector indicate the

signal state for each channel directly at the wire. Depending on the connection

type, the terminal modules are available with 1-, 2- or 3-pin plug connector and

enable connection with 1, 2 or 3 wires.

Customer-specific signal mix
In addition to the standard I/O types, the terminal modules are also available as

customer-specific types, e. g. for use in production machines with repeatable I/O

combinations. The combination type terminal modules can consolidate typical

building automation signal combinations within a single module. This enables

smaller size and fewer parts with significant cost savings.

Interface standard in the Bus Terminal
In addition to plug-in wiring, sensor-specific plug connectors such as D-sub, RJ 45

or BNC will in future further simplify the application of the Bus Terminal system.

Sensors and actuators with pre-assembled connectors can be connected directly

and quickly with the Bus Terminal system. Relay or power modules are also in

preparation, which will either be equipped with standard relays or with integrat-

ed electronics to connect up to 16 A.

Plug-in wiring: Variable provision for supply voltage; sensor supply is maintained if 

connector is pulled; LED directly at the wire.

Terminal modules – the logical extension of the Bus Terminal system:

| Full system compatibility

| Any fieldbus 

| Any signal 

| More compact overall solution 

| Greater signal variety 

| Faster, signal-specific connections 

Flexible plug connector: Depending on the connection type, the terminal modules are

available with 1-, 2- or 3-pin connector. Product announcement: estimated market release 3rd/4th quarter 2004
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PC-Control: What characterizes powerful software CNC that can compete

with a classic, hardware-based controller?

Frank Saueressig: At the heart of our CNC software is the complete TwinCAT 

automation system, which converts any Windows-compatible PC into a real-time

controller with a multi-PLC system, NC axis control, a programming environment

and an operating station. Within the framework of this automation system, the

TwinCAT NC I software module (interpolation) has been demonstrating for years

that path control can be realized as a pure software solution.

The Beckhoff product philosophy is characterized by continuity and openness,

meaning our system features integrated, open interfaces from PLC to CNC, both

horizontally within the control level and vertically to the field and command 

level.

And TwinCAT CNC now represents the proverbial “dot on the i”?

Frank Saueressig: Correct. In the current configuration it is a powerful, software-

based CNC that can simultaneously interpolate up to 32 axes or spindles in a sin-

gle CNC channel, or distributed over a maximum of 10 CNC channels. Due to its

performance capability, TwinCAT CNC can master demanding and complex tasks

and can match any currently available classic hardware CNC. A further advantage

of the TwinCAT system is integrated fieldbus coupling with different systems.

How was TwinCAT CNC received in the machine tool sector, which has a

reputation for being rather conservative?

Frank Saueressig: It has been received very well. For example, with prestigious

machine tool manufacturer, Grob located in Mindelheim, Germany, we have real-

ized complete manufacturing systems with several machining stations and cen-

ters as a pilot plant entirely based on TwinCAT CNC. At the fieldbus level we al-

ready use real-time Ethernet, partly even WLAN. In other words, with this system

the machine tool manufacturer is utilizing everything that is feasible with PC con-

trol technology. However, this type of networking is still an exception, because for

many customers from the machine tool industry - particularly the automotive sec-

tor - EDP communication goes much too far. One of the often-heard reservations

is, “Our IT department wouldn't allow this kind of thing.”

This means that if you want to sell PC-based controllers with associated

EDP networking, you first have to convince the IT department that the

technology is safe?

Frank Saueressig: That’s true. This is why we offer configuration of a safe net-

work as an engineering service. This is where our long-standing know-how as a

technology leader for IPC, I/O and automation comes in. Also, as pioneers of PC-

based automation, we are closer to the IT world than more traditional automa-

tion companies.

Real-time capability in machine tools is particularly important in applica-

tions where highly dynamic movements have to be reproduced and con-

trolled with micro precision. The user cannot tolerate delays of even a

few microseconds. Does your CNC meet these requirements?

Frank Saueressig: Real-time capability is ensured in principle through the Twin-

CAT real-time core offering maximum speed and deterministic features. Further-

more, today's PC processors offer plenty of computing capacity for dealing with

rapid CNC position control functions, for example. A typical example is a classic

processing center with five interpolating axes, one controlled spindle and one

Since the introduction of TwinCAT CNC at the end of 2002, Beckhoff has been highly active in
the CNC market, offering complete functionality for complex motion control as a pure, PC-based soft-
ware solution. In an interview with freelance technical journalist Nikolaus Fecht, CNC-expert Frank
Saueressig reports how the “newcomer” has since caused a stir in the machine tool sector.

12 products

Software CNC causes a stir in the 
machine tool industry

32 path axes 
fully under control

Frank Saueressig, CNC product manager and

manager of the Beckhoff branch at Balingen,

Germany.
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CNC channel. With an 850 MHz Pentium III processor, the position control cycle

time is 500 µs; with a 4 GHz Pentium 4 processor, the calculation time is reduced

to 260 µs. But this is only a part of the story. We also offer a very fast software

PLC, distinguishing our solution from many hardware concepts that force a very

fast CNC to wait for a slow PLC.

This means that with your concept you not only reduce the machining

times, but also the idle times?

Frank Saueressig: Correct. Quite often - during a tool change, for example – the

CNC has to wait for the “completion message” from the PLC, which typically 

operates with cycle times of 20 to 150 ms. Our software PLC responds within 

1 to 2 ms.

This is where central control with a single computer that does not have to wait

for information from semi-intelligent components pays off. Case in point: Our

software CNC controls 20 interpolating axes, 12 controlled spindles and 10 chan-

nels in 1.8 ms on a customary Industrial PC with a P4 chip. This is even less than

the processing time of a SERCOS bus, which controls axes with a cycle time of 

2 ms. Because PC processors are getting faster and faster, the computing capac-

ity of our system also increases continuously.

Which bus systems can be controlled with TwinCAT CNC?

Frank Saueressig: In principle, all common bus systems - for example SERCOS,

Profibus DP/MC, Lightbus, Real-Time Ethernet, and in the future EtherCAT from

Beckhoff.

For classic networking we use the world’s most widespread Ethernet architecture,

for which standardized cables and connectors are available. We network compo-

nents together and with EtherCAT in the future, also within the field level, using

standard Ethernet technology, especially since this is the most cost efficient and

simplest option. Our PC motherboards already feature one or two Ethernet con-

nections as standard.

Some users are still sceptical towards software-based CNC: Allegedly

hardware CNC is still required if many interpolating axes are used.

Frank Saueressig: This is no longer the case. For applications with many inter-

polating axes, there are two options: For example, we can operate our CNC in syn-

ergy with a SERCOS bus in such a way that parts of the control run in the drive.

The CNC deals with interpolation and path planning, and the drive deals with po-

sition control. On the other hand, if Profibus MC, Lightbus or EtherCAT is used,

the CNC also deals with the complete position control.

Neither variant is an impossible task for the CNC. Furthermore, if additional axes

are connected to the fieldbus - unlike with a hardware solution – no additional

axis modules are required. All that is required is sufficient computing capacity, as

offered by any modern Industrial PC.

What do you say to critics originating from the PLC technology world who

say that the software CNC is not powerful enough?

Frank Saueressig: For the TwinCAT PLC, this allegation is simply not true. In fact,

it was the software PLC that has prepared automation for PC control technolo-

gy. Furthermore, our solution differs from those offered by other suppliers

through our axis control origins. Our software PLC was able to control axes right

from the start in 1986 and enabled quick processing times. I see this as a big ad-

vantage.

13 products
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What do you make of the argument by PC opponents that interrupt han-

dling is not advanced enough and slows the PC down?

Frank Saueressig: We have this problem under control, because we developed

a real-time core in-house that is not dependent on the typical interrupt handling

of the motherboard.

In the machine tool world, CNC developers usually program either in G-

Code or in StepNC. Which programming language do you use?

Frank Saueressig: We use classic CNC programming in G-Code, i.e. according to

DIN 66025. The PLC is programmed according to IEC 61131-3. While DIN 66025

is quite old, it is the only existing standard. In the long term, we expect to be able

to link G-Code with graphic user interfaces. We are monitoring the StepNC situ-

ation with interest, but are not using the code yet.

In practice, both techniques are used, for example, in the multi-spindle automat-

ic lathes from Schütte. While the operator can also use G-Code, instead of the

cryptic commands he usually uses graphic elements.

What about simulation, where the synergy of the CNC with the proposed

machine tool is checked in advance, for example?

Frank Saueressig: Machine manufacturers often have their own simulation pro-

grams, which they use to test the synergy with our CNC. We don't have any prob-

lems with that, since the CNC is already purely software-based. The manufactur-

er of the simulation software will usually request the necessary programs from

us. We rarely offer simulation as a service.

What are your reflections on the development of TwinCAT CNC over the

last one and a half years? What was the reaction of your customers?

Frank Saueressig: I feel that we have enlivened the industry. While previously,

TwinCAT CNC was already quite successful with machine tool manufacturers, like

Schuler or Müller-Weingarten who had their origins in metal forming, we were not

the classic CNC manufacturer for machining. We entered the machine tool sector

with our proven PC control technology and, with many years of CNC experience

from special purpose machine construction and woodworking machines, formed a

production engineering point-of-view that is similar to metal machining. As a re-

sult, many manufacturers trust Beckhoff to control their machine tools.

Are there any concrete application examples for TwinCAT CNC from the

machine tool manufacturer sector at this stage?

Frank Saueressig: Going back to machine tool manufacturer Grob, they have suc-

cessfully converted the control of a new, complete manufacturing system to PC

control technology. Grob is regarded as one of the technology leaders in the ma-

chine tool sector who can stay ahead of the competition by trying something com-

pletely new with a PC control provider such as Beckhoff. Grob presented their

manufacturing systems at the end of 2003 at an internal event, no doubt causing

some tremors in the world of machine tools and in that of established control tech-

nology. Since then we have been talking to many large machine tool manufactur-

ers and also to the automotive industry.

We see good opportunities for the application of TwinCAT CNC, and not only in

the automotive sector. Other opportunities come from Beckhoff customers in the

metalworking sector who already use other modules from the TwinCAT system

family. Because of this, we are confident that Beckhoff will see continued CNC

growth in the machine tool sector.
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Frank Saueressig: “Car manufacturers are 

also talking about Beckhoff. We have already

gained experience in many applications in 

chassis and body shell plants, and we are 

increasingly invited to automotive company 

discussions about planning new systems or 

factories. As an alternative to the traditional

control sector products, potential clients closely

examine our modern, PC-based solution and 

we feel uniquely qualified to respond to com-

plicated challenges faced by their engineers

and managers.”
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The Embedded PC CX1000 combines PLC functionality, motion control

and visualization in a single system.The modular, DIN rail-mountable con-

trol system can be configured to address most control challenges. An 

uninterruptible power supply module for the CPU and the connected

components is now available for the CX1000. In the event of a failure of

the external supply, the module ensures that the application software 

can save important data, for example, on a Compact Flash card, NOVRAM

or in a database via the network. During the UPS bridging time, the 

machine or process can be transferred into a defined state, and the oper-

ating system can be shut down. The bridging time can be set via a rotary

switch or via software. The use of state-of-the-art capacitors makes this

UPS module – unlike other battery-powered techniques – absolutely

maintenance-free and offers rapid charging.

The module can simply be added to a CX system. Only a 24 V DC supply

cable is needed for the module. No further wiring is required, since the

operating voltage is maintained via the PC104 bus. An external 24 V DC

output for the supply of other modules is also available.The CX1100-0900

may be retrofitted on site. A DPRAM user interface provides options for

settings and UPS status messages. The functionality of the UPS is inde-

pendent of the operating system to be used – no driver software is re-

quired. The TwinCAT System Manager recognizes the UPS module auto-

matically, and the UPS signals are available for the PLC programmer.
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Uninterruptible power supply for Beckhoff 
CX1000 modules

Simple installation: Suitable for retrofitting,

the CX1100-0900 UPS module is attached on the

left-hand side as a termination module.
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Unified Modeling Language (UML)

UML is a language for specification, graphic display, design and doc-

umentation of object-oriented software systems, business models

and non-software systems. It aims to be a generally comprehensible

basis for discussion between different persons involved in a project

during system design and development. UML 1.x uses 9 diagram

types for representing issues from different perspectives. Given the

large number of available diagrams and options, using UML success-

fully requires an appropriate strategy and a suitable UML tool. The

strategy determines which diagram should be used when and how.

Beckhoff cooperation with universities
Beckhoff has been supporting work at different universities and tech-

nical schools for some time. The core of the automatic code genera-

tion from a UML model was developed as part of a dissertation by

Daniel Witsch. The code generator has already been developed fur-

ther. This topic will be examined further in future.

A prototype implementation at the Faculty for Process Informatics at Bergische

Universität Wuppertal was used to examine how object orientation and Unified

Modeling Language (UML) can be used to improve the engineering process.

Beckhoff hardware and software were used as automation components.

For application development in areas other than automation technology, the prin-

ciples and methods of object orientation and their UML notation have been used

for some time to meet the requirements of reusability and improvement of soft-

ware quality. In automation technology, the utilization of object orientation is still

in its infancy.

Depending on the project phase, different tools and methods are used. In the

worst case, the corresponding data have to be re-entered during the transition

from one phase to the next, because no appropriate interfaces between the indi-

vidual tools are available. The ideal to strive for would be a higher-level tool that

consistently provides all system information in a model and enables the design

to be realized both at an abstract level and in a conventional environment (e.g.

E-CAE, IEC 61131-3). However, considerable effort is required to achieve this. Part

of the idea was implemented in a prototype with comparatively little effort.

The prototype enables a complete and executable IEC 61131-3 project including

project design information for a system example to be generated from a UML

model.

Principle of code generation in the system example
A UML strategy designed for modeling embedded systems was adapted to meet

the requirements of automation technology. This adaptation considers hardware

boundary conditions and real-time aspects and leads to a hierarchic model that

pragmatically supports the system development process from comprehensive re-

quirements analysis to technical software design.

Real-Time Studio from Artisan was used as a modeling tool. This tool is particu-

larly suitable due to its modeling flexibility and open software architecture, en-

abling simple integration of third-party tools via OLE interfacing. Based on the

above strategy, a system example was modeled using this UML tool. From this

model, a code generator developed at Bergische Universität Wuppertal in Ger-

many automatically creates the IEC 61131-3 code (SFC and ST) and derives 

project design information. The code and the project design information derived

from the UML model are automatically imported into the TwinCAT PLC program-

ming environment or into the TwinCAT System Manager, fully and correctly au-

tomating the system example.

The UML model – mapping to IEC 61131-3
Three special class types with relevance to automation technology were used in

the modeling: entity, control and service classes. Entity classes are used for cen-

tral data management. They carry many attributes and few or no methods.

Significant potential for optimization during the development of automation software exists in the following areas:
Improvement of software quality, cost reduction through reusability of software components and modularization, improved communication 
between different groups of persons involved in the development, and integrated usability of tools and methods.
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UML for control 
programming

Study regarding the benefits of object orientation 
in automation technology
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Reusable functionalities are consolidated in a service class. Examples are repeat-

edly required control operations, controllers or mathematical functions. Control

classes deal with the central control of a task. Within the class diagram, they play

a conductor role, using the variables from the entity classes and methods from

the service class for delegating tasks.

In the UML model, each task is represented by a package. A package contains a

class diagram consisting of control, entity and service classes. This class diagram

forms the static task model.
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Principle of code generation

Mapping of the UML model to IEC 61131-3

This system example represents a manufacturing process in which workpieces are

processed differently depending on the results of a material analysis (inductive,

optical). Light and metallic workpieces are stamped on the left-hand side of the 

system; workpieces made of darker plastic are separated out. The crane on the

right-hand side of the system is used to transport the workpieces within the system.

Each method within a class is assigned a state automaton (fig. at the bottom)

that defines its dynamic behavior. Another state automaton describing the inter-

action of its methods is assigned to the control class itself. This state automaton

becomes the main program of the task. The main program calls the methods of

the control class, which in turn can access the methods of the service class for

carrying out standard operations. This defines the call structure within the task.

The state automatons of the UML are translated to Sequential Function Chart.
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Integration of the hardware
For modeling of the hardware, Artisan Real-Time Studio offers so-called system

architecture diagrams (SAD). These correspond to the distribution diagrams with-

in the UML. The SADs are used to map the existing hardware components, actu-

ators and sensors. The connection of the actuators and sensors with the inputs

and outputs of the control hardware is indicated by arrows (fig. at the top). The

variables used in the class and state diagrams are assigned to the actuators and

sensors. If the system is re-wired, this information can automatically be trans-

ferred to the projecting tool of the TwinCAT environment, thus establishing the

connection between hardware and software projecting.

Re-wiring of a sensor can be affected by changing an associated arrow in the

SAD. The re-wiring is thus automatically considered correctly in the software.

Outlook
The prototype was used to demonstrate that automatic code generation for au-

tomation technology can be achieved through pragmatic application of UML.

However, the actual benefits of object orientation have not yet been exploited.

The benefits - but also any problems - will only become apparent during applica-

tion in a more complex system. It is therefore necessary to expand the modeling

aspect of this procedure to systems of any size and to consider mechanisms such

as inheritance. This will significantly simplify the administration of variants and

modules. Appropriate concepts are already available.

One main argument against code generation from a model is the lack of a return

route. One requirement is, for example, for the commissioning engineer to be able

to make changes directly in the IEC 61131-3 code, and for those changes to be

returned consistently to the overall model. With IEC 61131-3 in its present form

this is only possible using a large number of rules. An extension of IEC 61131-3

with object orientation constructs is already under discussion. If such constructs

were included in the standard, re-conversion and application of UML without se-

mantic breaches would be possible. Until such time, the approach of simultane-

ous representation of UML model and IEC 61131-3 code can provide concrete as-

sistance.

The authors: Daniel Witsch and Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Birgit Vogel-Heuser

Faculty for Process Informatics, Bergische Universität Wuppertal 

www.lfa.uni-wuppertal.de/uml2IEC61131
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System architecture description as a

distribution diagram. Actuators and

sensors coupled to a bus are shown in

a separate diagram.
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Decentralized automation technology and Fieldbus Box 
systems from Beckhoff are becoming more and more popular: In a front-line application
at the BMW plant in Dingolfing, Germany, Fieldbus Box modules offer a “fine” robot hand
for installing rubber seals for glass sliding/vent roofs.

20 worldwide

BMW: Fieldbus Box system with convincing performance 
in front-line robot head application

A fine hand!

Beckhoff IP 67 modules at the BMW

plant in Dingolfing, Germany.
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The compact Fieldbus Box modules in protection class IP 67 are robust and wa-

tertight and can be mounted directly at the machine with no control cabinet or

terminal box required. Due to their small weights and measures, they are partic-

ularly suitable for applications where space is tight, or for applications featuring

moving I/O interfaces such as robot arms.

The IP 67 modules were installed at the head of a Kuka robot that inserts the rub-

ber seal for the electric glass sliding/vent roofs in the BMW 5 series. In the past,

this operation had to be carried out manually, but now a robot is able to meet

the high quality standards. The rubber seal is installed with high precision and

constant pressure, providing a precise and reliable seal for the glass sliding/vent

roof that also minimizes wind noise.

Patented production know-how
What may sound simple often requires immense production planning and imple-

mentation. As a result of their successful efforts, BMW engineers are very proud

about their patented technique. It is the first assembly step after the body has
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The Fieldbus Box modules are mounted

on a Kuka robot that inserts the rubber

seal for the electric glass sliding/vent

roof in the BMW 5 series.

The Coupler Box with Profibus interface

gathers the I/O data from the extension

box modules via the interference-free 

IP-Link optical fiber connection.
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been painted: First, the roof cut-out is dried with an infrared lamp and heated to

22 °C – the optimum temperature for processing the seal. The robot arm then

travels into the roof cut-out and installs the rubber seal.

A Coupler Box and five Extension Box modules are crucial components: The Cou-

pler Box gathers the I/O data from the extension box modules via the interfer-

ence-free IP-Link optical fiber connection. They are digital 24 V input and output

devices for coupling of light barriers and sensors for color recognition. The light

barriers monitor the uniformity of the tension over the complete length of the rub-

ber seal during the installation. The higher-level controller processes the associ-

ated signals via the Fieldbus Box modules and Profibus.

The color sensors are used for quality assurance purposes.Among other functions,

they are used to detect when sealing material from a new roll is used. In order to

minimize differences in material and eliminate loss in quality, the seal for each

vehicle must originate from the same batch or roll.

Protection class IP 67 makes I/O decision easy and pays dividends
The complete robot system was built and supplied by the company Symax Sys-

temtechnik Sondermaschinenbau GmbH based in Germany. The Symax mechani-

cal engineering experts didn't have to debate long about whether to use Beck-

hoff modules. Because the modules come in protection class IP 67, no additional

housing was required. Due to their compact design (only half the width of alter-

native products), the modules could be fitted into the limited space available. The

simple, flexible and cost-effective expansion option via IP-Link provides further

benefits.

Considering the wide diversity offered by the Fieldbus Box, the possibilities for

subsequent extensions become clear. The Extension Box modules cover the full

I/O range: digital inputs with different filters, digital outputs with 0.5 or 2 A out-

put current, analog inputs and outputs with 16 bit resolution, thermocouples and

RTD inputs, serial interfaces and encoder inputs. The Coupler Box gathers a wide

range of I/O data via the 2 Mbit/s IP-Link connection. For example, 1000 binary

I/O data is transferred quickly and safely in approximately 1 ms - smaller config-

urations are even faster. The high usable data rate ensures that IP-Link coupling

has no appreciable negative impact on fieldbus performance. Up to 120 exten-

sion modules can be connected to a Coupler Box at a distance of up to 15 m from

box to box.

Flexibility does not always have to mean diversity. The Compact Box can be used

for applications that do not require a wide range of I/O options. While it does not

offer modular expandability, a wide range of models is available, providing a

choice of I/O functionality. The PLC Box is suitable for applications where sensor

data not only has to be recorded, but also pre-processed. As the name suggests,

it offers PLC functionality. The box enables parts of an application to run outside

the central controller in order to relieve the CPU and the fieldbus. Decentralized

counting, controlling or switching are typical applications for the box with an in-

tegrated small controller. The advantages are obvious: The reaction times remain

independent of the bus communication and the higher-level controller and the

functionality is retained even in the event of a bus or controller failure (enabling,

for example, orderly transfer of the process into a safe state).

Symax Systemtechnik Sondermaschinenbau: www.symax-gmbh.de
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At the robot head, the Beckhoff I/O

modules can fully utilize their advan-

tages: compact, robust, light-weight.
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BMW had been looking for new operation and visualization terminals for the ap-

plication robots and the vision system. In the past, individual components from

various manufacturers such as touch displays, keyboards with a standard mouse

as well as button and switch elements, were installed in a case. The disadvan-

tages of this solution were the space requirements and the old-fashioned ap-

pearance. The Control Panels from Beckhoff solve this problem in an elegant way,

at the same time underlining the overall impression of the new plant through

their elegant and modern industrial design.

Control and visualization via Control Panel
In the robot systems, Beckhoff Control Panels are used in the seam sealing and

undersealing applications. The panels visualize the complete cell control, which is

handled by Kuka robots. The systems were designed and installed by the compa-

ny Eisenmann, a system supplier for surface technology and material flow au-

tomation.

The final paintwork is applied in the filler and top coat lines. Dürr Systems AG, the

system provider for mass production paintwork applications in the automotive

sector, was responsible for this part of the plant. The company also developed the

paint robot. The Beckhoff Control Panels are mainly used for system visualization.

Furthermore, they are also used for visualizing the vision system, which is re-

sponsible for 2D and 3D car body position detection during the application

processes.

Customer requirements implemented precisely
“The Control Panels were produced according to our requirements and with er-

gonomics in mind,” said Norbert Schottenheim and Harald Sandner, who are re-

sponsible for surface technology control at BMW in Regensburg. “The simple han-

dling, the compact design, and in particular, the option of operating the panels

remotely via CP-Link from a PC at a distance of up to 100 m were the crucial ar-

guments for the Beckhoff system. Even the combination of the CP-Link techno-

logy with special graphics cards for 3D visualization was not a problem.” With

the CP-Link solution, the PC is safely located in the central control cabinet, while

comparable concepts require local installation of the PC in a case or a Panel PC.

Furthermore, all third-party components such as the electronic key system or
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The Regensburg, Germany location of the BMW Group produces the BMW 3 series Sedan, Coupé, Convertible
and Touring versions. In future, the new BMW 1 series will also be assembled there. A complete new paint shop with two production lines that
meet the latest global standards was built during a two-year planning and construction phase. A total of 55 Beckhoff Control Panels deal with
the visualization of the application systems.

Custom-designed Control Panels
at BMW facility

Customer-specific Beckhoff Control Panel at

BMW in Regensburg, Germany
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mode selector switches could be integrated in the Control Panel case without

problems.

Installation at a support arm/lift system provides a high degree of flexibility - the

Control Panel can be swivelled in all directions. A swivelling keyboard extension

enables an optimum ergonomic feel for the operator. And last but not least, the

exterior of the Control Panels from Beckhoff is also very impressive, representing

robust, yet elegant industrial design. “The primary aim of the modernization was

to increase our capacity,” Harald Sandner explained. “But visual and aesthetic is-

sues - the overall impression of the plant - were also an important decision fac-

tor for us.”

Norbert Schottenheim is satisfied with the result, “A comparison between the

free-hand sketches we used to formulate our requirements during the initial proj-

ect meeting and the finished Control Panels shows that our specifications were

realized exactly.” “The high degree of flexibility for considering modifications and

implementing associated changes during the project, the optimum price/per-

formance ratio and the short realization phase made the co-operation very suc-

cessful,” said Harald Sandner.

A total of 55 Beckhoff Control Panels are used at the Regensburg plant. A simi-

lar concept is used for the new BMW Group plant in Leipzig, which is currently

being built. Here, about 30 Control Panels will be used for visualization and op-

eration of the paint shop.
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Specification of the customized 

Control Panels

| Control Panel with 15 inch TFT display and touch-

screen

| Left and right keyboard extension, each with 

32 fully backlit push buttons in three possible 

colors, which are controlled from the higher-level

controller via Profibus

| Lower keyboard extension with emergency stop 

button, different key-operated switches and a mode

selector switch, connected via a plug connector at

the rear

| Swiveling keyboard extension with integrated track-

ball and electronic key system reader

| The display with touchscreen, the keyboard and

trackball signals and the EKS system are connected

with the PCs in the control cabinets via CP-Link. The

cable length between PC and Control Panel varies

between 10 and 45 meters

| The Control Panel is installed at the support arm/lift

system via an adapter plate
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gent” Ethernet panel and drive technology in-

novations. Fully operational, TwinCAT-con-

trolled machines and applications from sys-

tem partners will also be on show at our

stand,” said Meier.

www.beckhoff.ch

in building automation is still relatively new,

but this sector should enable us to gain more

market share,” Meier said. At “Hilsa,” the

trade fair for building services, which took

place in January in Basle, Switzerland, Beck-

hoff successfully presented intelligent building

automation solutions. “The feedback from vis-

itors was very good, and we managed to at-

tract new customers and have already begun

several projects,” said the managing director

of Beckhoff Automation AG.

Beckhoff will present the complete New Au-

tomation Technology control system at “go.

automation days” in Basle between 31 August

and 3 September. The “go” event is the main

platform for the automation industry in

Switzerland. It will take place for the second

time this year, with around 410 manufacturers

expected to attend. Beckhoff will present its

main product groups of IPC, I/O and automa-

tion. “The focus will be on the EtherCAT real-

time Ethernet system and on our safety Bus

Terminals, including application options. In ad-

dition to other innovations, such as the KM

modules – a modular housing extension for

Beckhoff Bus Terminals – visitors can expect to

see product extensions such as the “intelli-

Beckhoff Automation AG in Switzerland is set for continued growth. In addition to the head office in
Schaffhausen, the Suisse Romande sales and support center in Yverdon and the support center in Ticino, a new sales office
was opened in February 2004 in the city of Recherswil.
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New “Mittelland region” sales office opened

“The first six months of 2004 have been very

strong,” said Gerhard Meier, managing direc-

tor of Beckhoff Automation AG. “The

prospects for the future are even more prom-

ising, because we managed to attract a num-

ber of new customers and were successful

with our bids for several large control and

building automation projects. Turnover from

our existing customer base has also increased

further, and the Swiss machine industry has

experienced growth of 3 percent” – a very

positive balance.

“Customer support is a pillar of our successes

and has to be expanded further, commensu-

rate with the growth in sales,” explained

Meier. In order to meet this requirement, An-

dreas Peyer joined the team at the Swiss head

office in Schaffhausen. While Robert Stoll fo-

cuses on hardware support and repairs, Peyer

will provide software support for Beckhoff

customers. The 36-year old Peyer is an electri-

cian with a diploma in computer science. From

his previous professional experience with door

control and monitoring systems, he was al-

ready familiar with Beckhoff products, which

is a significant benefit for his new job.

The sales team was strengthened through 35-

year old Stefan Mack, who is an electrical en-

gineer with a degree in business studies and

automation sales experience. Gerhard Meier is

responsible for key account customers and the

Ticino region, Stefan Keller for customers in

eastern Switzerland and Philippe Monnin for

western Switzerland. Since the beginning of

this year, Stefan Mack has been looking after

customers in the Swiss Mittelland region from

the Recherswil office.

Gerhard Meier expects further successes for

the coming six months, particularly from the

building automation sector. “Our involvement

Beckhoff Switzerland continues to expand 

Motion control with EtherCAT – live on the 

go.automation exhibition (Hall 1.1, D76)

Stefan Mack, sales for the Mittelland region,

Recherswil office

Andreas Peyer, software support, head office at

Schaffhausen
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During the Formula 3 race at Hockenheim in early October 2003, the drivers had

to struggle with typical German autumn weather on a track wet from the rainy

conditions. Despite the thick cloud cover and based on cloud information layer-

ing and the data received from the radiosonde transmitter, the meteorologists

from the company Meteomedia AG, under manager Jörg Kachelmann, deduced

that the rain would stop shortly after the start of the race. Jürgen Zürn, data tech-

nology manager of the OPC-DTM center operated by Opel Performance Center

GmbH in Bobingen, Germany responded accordingly. “Based on this weather

forecast, we decided to start the race with slicks, despite the rain. After all, the

track was expected to dry very quickly. Our driver, Timo Glock won the race 

despite starting from the 17th position,” Zürn said.

Balloon, sonde and ground station system must overcome extreme
technical and environmental challenges
The radiosonde system from the company Graw Radiosondes GmbH & Co in

Nuremberg consists of the weather balloon equipped with a transmitter – and a

ground station outfitted with Industrial PC technology from Beckhoff.

The weather balloon is filled with helium or hydrogen and initially has a diameter

of 1 to 2 m. At the height of the burst point, the diameter grows to no less than

10 to 20 m.After take-off, the balloon first releases a parachute, then a 30 m rope,

and then the radiosonde into the air. The complete set reaches a height of 

approximately 30 km. Due to the decreasing air pressure, the balloon becomes

Beckhoff Industrial PCs have been tried and tested for years in harsh 
industrial environments. During last year’s Formula 3 race at Hockenheim in Germany, they
demonstrated that they can even cope with demanding racing environments. Together with
a radio-transmitting device called a radiosonde and a weather balloon, the Industrial PC
helped speed Opel driver Timo Glock to victory.
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Industrial PC gathers weather data for 
Formula 3 at German race track

With the weather balloon 
to victory

On take-off, the weather balloon with the radiosonde has

a diameter of 1 to 2 m. With increasing height, the balloon

becomes bigger and bigger until it finally bursts due to

the decreasing air pressure.
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bigger and bigger until it finally bursts. The complete set returns to the ground

via a parachute and usually cannot be reused.

The radiosonde itself consists of a sensor carrier with a temperature sensor (ther-

mistor) and a humidity sensor (polymer). In addition, there is a capacitive aneroid

capsule that measures the air pressure and several reference sensors.A GPS board

is used to determine the position, from which the sonde can calculate the wind

direction and speed at any height. Further components include an integrated multi-

processor board for processing the measured data and a transmitter with pro-

grammable frequency (400 to 406 MHz) and a range of approximately 200 km.

As the radiosonde rises, it sends a data set containing all measured values to the

receiving station on the ground every second. According to Florian Schmidmer,

managing director of Graw, the most technically demanding features of this 

system are the precision of the sensor technology (temperature +/-0.1 °C, air

pressure <0.5 hPa, moisture content <5%) at minimum costs (<250 euros) and

under extreme ambient conditions (temperature at 30 km altitude as low as 

-90 °C). Furthermore, everything has to be battery-powered and has to operate

with a transmitter that meets strict German regulations.

Mobile ground station with robust IPC technology
The central component of the ground station for receiving the sonde data is the

customized C3340 built-in Industrial PC from Beckhoff.The standard motherboard

was replaced with an ATX Pentium 4 board with ISA slots, since the two special

plug-in cards used in the system (400-MHz receiver, radiosonde interface for take-

off preparation) require this ISA bus, which is no longer supported as standard.

Beckhoff realized the complete customization of the front, the re-routing of 

the USB connection to the front panel and the integration of an electric on/off

switch very quickly and flexibly. Florian Schmidmer, general manager from 

Graw Radiosondes GmbH & Co, said: “A major reason for the decision to use the

Beckhoff IPC was that the C3340 offers drives that are accessible from the front

and lockable as standard.”

Graw Radiosondes GmbH & Co www.graw.de
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From 17th place to 1st: Despite difficult weather conditions, Timo Glock from the

KMS Opel team achieved a dream finish in the Formula 3 Euroseries at Hockenheim

in October 2003.

The customized C3340 built-in Industrial PC is used as 

a mobile ground station.

The radiosonde electronics for measur-

ing temperature, moisture content and

air pressure are protected in a poly-

styrene housing.

Weather information from the radiosonde

Graw radiosonde systems are generally used by meteorological services who use

the weather profile data provided by the systems as a basis for mathematical

models. While the balloon rises, the software in the ground station visualizes the

vertical profiles of temperature, pressure, moisture content and wind in special

meteorological diagrams (T log P diagram or tephigram). From these diagrams,

meteorologists can determine information about cloud layering, atmospheric 

inversion and moisture content of the clouds and use the data for the prepara-

tion of weather forecasts.
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Apart from the campers with their caravans and tents, the Tirol-based complex 

is no ordinary campsite, but a 5-star wellness oasis that would make many 

Austrian hotel operators very jealous. It features a facility with an indoor swim-

ming pool, an outdoor pool, a whirlpool, an organic natural pool with attractions

for children and adults, and wellness areas covering no less than 700 m2. Here,

“stress killers” such as a brine tunnel, adventure showers, steam baths, aroma

cabins, an icefall grotto, a sunbathing lawn with light therapy and much more,

ensure that campers feel like they’re on top of the world during their stay.

This is a very complex building – with the corresponding complexity of the 

control challenges that had to be solved. “For this reason we chose PC-based con-

trol technology from Beckhoff, rather than a conventional building bus solution.

We frequently implement EIB solutions, but the Tirol Camp Energiebrunnen 

project also required control for the pool and associated technology. With a 

building bus we would have reached the limits of feasibility, but with the 

Beckhoff solution we were open in all directions,” Gschnaller explained.

Four Bus Terminal Controllers with Ethernet interface are connected to the closed-

loop central PC control and were programmed by Gschnaller and his team with

telephone support from Beckhoff. In the main building, they are located in the 

reception area and in the restaurant, with two sub-distributors located in the

wellness area controlling exterior and interior lighting, cabin heating, access con-

trol for different areas, pool technology including filter pumps and attractions

such as massage nozzles, jet systems and massage benches, and other devices

and parameters. Numerous programs that are repeated at certain intervals ensure

that everything is under control in this area. “Via the visualization software in-

stalled on a PC in the reception area, we can intervene in the programs at any

time and switch to economy or full load operation, for example, depending on the

number of guests in the wellness area,” Mr. Gschnaller stressed. Even the pool

technology parameters can be called up via the visualization system. In the event

of poor water values, countermeasures can currently only be taken directly at the

pumps themselves. In order to prevent vandalism and maintain order, monitoring

“Conventional building bus solutions would have reached their limits,” said managing director Klaus Gschnaller from Elektro-Team
Lechner. “For the Tirol Camp Energiebrunnen camping project at Fieberbrunn,Austria, we therefore decided to use Ethernet controllers from Beck-
hoff. They offer full control for the benefit and enjoyment of holidaymakers.”
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Beckhoff control technology 
at Fieberbrunn campsite 

Five-star camping

The “Tirol Camp Fieberbrunn” camp-

site offers a wide range of wellness

options, from brine tunnels and adven-

ture showers to light therapy and much

more. A Beckhoff PC is used for the

camp’s building control systems.
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George Baradits, managing director of Controrg, looks back to the early days

of the company: “Controrg’s initial activities included technological and

maintenance support for process technology partners. Through our recent co-

operation with Beckhoff, new priorities have emerged. These include data 

acquisition in the process industry and special applications for archiving and

analysis of data in control rooms, manufacturing automation with stand-

alone and fieldbus-I/O solutions, and building services, starting from lighting

control to complete building monitoring.”

In the autumn of 2003, Controrg invited partner companies and system inte-

grators to a seminar in Veszprém, Hungary and a conference in Lillafüred,

Hungary for a presentation on the latest technological developments from

Beckhoff such as the CX1000 controller series and EtherCAT. Bernd Pelzer,

a member of the export department at Beckhoff’s headquarters in Germany,

was satisfied with the result. “The feedback from seminar participants was

very positive,” Pelzer said.

Participation at Hungary’s Magyar Regula trade fair, a special event for the

process industry that took place in February 2004 in Budapest, was also very

successful. “Our visitors showed a lot of interest in the application options

for the process industry offered by the flexible fieldbus systems and the 

Control Panels from Beckhoff and we were able to refer to several application

examples,” said Mr. Baradits. Participation at the industry fair in Budapest

was also successful, and Controrg managed to gain new customers from the

manufacturing industry. In October they will be at the e+e fair, which has an

emphasis on building automation.

Controrg Kft.

Pajtau u. 14 

8200 Veszprém 

Hungary

The company Controrg Kft. has been the exclu-
sive distribution partner for Beckhoff “New Automation Technol-
ogy” products and system solutions in Hungary since September
2002. Controrg was established in 1983 and was one of the first
private companies in Hungary.

Controrg Kft. – 
new Beckhoff partner 
in Hungary

George Baradits, managing director

of Controrg Kft., the Beckhoff 

distributor in Hungary

Phone: + 36 / 88 42 40 75

Fax: + 36 / 88 42 56 01

info@controrg.hu

www.controrg.hu

cameras were installed in the recycling room. These are also integrated in the 

visualization system.

The bus wiring is implemented as a common LAN network and bundled in the

control cabinets via switches, from where it leads to the BC9000 Bus Terminal

Controllers from Beckhoff. “This confirms my earlier statement that the system 

is open in all directions. The system communicates with the lighting system 

via the DALI terminal.”

“It would have been a horrendous task to integrate the control technology for

the internal and external pool areas using a contactor control system. Even with

other bus systems, it would have been impossible to master the problem. Here

too, the flexibility of the Beckhoff control system came in very handy,” Gschnaller

concluded.
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The bus wiring is implemented as a

LAN network, bundled via switches 

and connected with the Ethernet 

controllers from Beckhoff.
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Managing director of the Lithuanian

branch is Dr. Ing. Andrius Capas, an ex-

perienced electrical and automation 

engineer. After his degree at the techno-

logical university of Kaunas, he spent 12

years working at the control technology

department of Kaunas University. Having

been awarded a research grant, he spent

16 months as a visiting scientist at the

department for metrology at RWTH

Aachen, Germany. During the last 8 years,

Andrius Capas successfully implemented

several major automation projects for 

Alfa Laval Automation, Schneider Electric
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Beckhoff is now also present in Lithuania,
Latvia, Belarus and Kaliningrad

New subsidiary opened
in Lithuania 

Beckhoff Automatika was established in Kaunas, Lithuania, on April 1, 2004, following the existing subsidiaries
in Poland and Russia. This is the third branch in eastern Europe, aiming to open up the markets in Lithuania, Latvia, Belarus and
Kaliningrad for Beckhoff products.

Andrius Capas, managing director of 

Beckhoff Lithuania, is excited about the 

future. “The name Beckhoff stands for relia-

bility and good, innovative products. Our

customers are extremely satisfied with the

technical solutions and the price to per-

formance ratio. I am confident that these

characteristics will help us to prevail not

only in Lithuania, but also in Latvia, Belarus

and Kaliningrad,” he said.

and Beckhoff as technical director of 

the company Algerta and as managing 

director of Santavilte.

Bernd Pelzer, a member of staff in the 

export department at the Beckhoff head-

quarters, considers the timing for a suc-

cessful positioning of Beckhoff products

and system solutions in Lithuania and

neighboring countries to be very favor-

able: “The time is ripe for technological

innovations – there is demand from a

wide range of sectors. Direct investments

by international companies strengthen

the continuous growth in gross domestic

product and lead to a growing demand

for automation solutions, support and

services.”

Beckhoff Automatika UAB

Draugystes 19

51230 Kaunas

Lithuania

Phone: + 370 37 / 45 16 45

Fax: + 370 37 / 45 16 45

lithuania@beckhoff.com

www.beckhoff.com

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
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ophy. The CTNet bus system makes it easier to replace the conventional PLC and

to fully utilize the capabilities of our drives, resulting in cost-effective, integrated,

high-performance drive system solutions.”

“The main area of application is decentralized control, particularly at the high-

performance end of the market in winches, cranes, hoists, and servo systems 

requiring accurate positioning,” explained Jones. Distributed control systems 

require peer-to-peer communication so that the individual devices can talk to
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Control Techniques, one of the world’s leading manufacturers of variable speed drives, cooperates with
Beckhoff in the development of innovative universal drive systems. Beckhoff I/O components are used in applications as varied
as Formula 1 gearboxes, Royal Navy fishery protection vessels, and at the Nissan UK car factory.

Beckhoff as I/O technology partner 
of Control Techniques

Beckhoff developed the special BK7200 Bus Coupler for the fast CTNet bus 

system from Control Techniques. This allows remote digital and analog devices 

to interface directly with CTNet, enhancing the networking capability of the

drives.

“We particularly like the configuration options of the Beckhoff Bus Terminal 

system,” said Gareth Jones, product manager for system integration at Control 

Techniques. “Its modularity and expandability fit in with our own system philos-

The Nissan UK factory was equipped

with drives from Control Techniques

and Beckhoff Bus Terminals.
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and analog – through high bandwidth and, therefore, to provide the level of 

control required.

Jaguar Racing shifts into high gear with new test rig
An application using Beckhoff I/O products and drives from Control Techniques

was also implemented by the Jaguar Racing team. When success or failure 

is measured in hundredths of a second, the testing of every component of a 

Formula 1 car takes on increased significance. At their Milton Keynes test 

center, Jaguar Racing only uses cutting edge technology. An example of this is

their 160 kW variable-speed drive gearbox testing rig, which was designed,

programmed and installed by Control Techniques.

The test rig simulates the on-track conditions that gearboxes encounter during

Formula 1 races, including over-run conditions experienced during rapid deceler-

ation, where the wheels (and the gearbox), drive the engine, requiring rapid re-

versing of the torque direction.

One Unidrive is used in the speed control system to simulate the engine output

and two others are coupled to the output shafts of the Jaguar gearbox to simu-

late the output loads via closed loop torque control. A further Unidrive is refer-

enced from the input drive and controls the gearbox oil pump motor.

System control is via CTNet, enabling communication between the application

modules of the Unidrives, which are programmed on-board, and the Pi-Sigma

race car control system used in F1 cars. Using Control Techniques’ own SCADA

system and additional I/Os supplied by the Bus Coupler via CTNet, the Jaguar 

Racing test engineers are able to monitor and plot more than 40 variables includ-

ing drive output, power, voltage, torque, speed, time delays on gear changing,

as well as oil temperature/flow/pressure and a number of alarm parameters.

each other with intelligence dispersed throughout the system, a communication

gateway to support the process interfaces, and common and flexible program-

ming and configuration tools.

This provides many advantages for customers: invariably lower costs, smaller con-

trol panel size, simpler design and maintenance, faster control times, integrated

system redundancy, and substitution of the machine controller.

Hybrid systems, combining centralized and decentralized control – also known 

as distributed sectional control – are becoming increasingly popular. They require

an infrastructure that is able to support the large number of I/Os – both digital
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…

CTNet Bus Coupler
BK7200

Sectional Drives
CTNet LAN

Machine Section 1 Machine Section 3

HMI

Section
Master

Machine LAN

Section
Master

Machine Section 2

CTNet Bus Coupler
BK7200

Sectional Drives
CTNet LAN

Section
Master

HMI HMI

CTNet Bus Coupler
BK7200

Typical example of a hybrid control

from Control Techniques with Beckhoff

Bus Terminals as I/O system 

Jaguar Racing team steps up a gear with a new test rig for Formula 1 cars
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Royal Navy patrol vessels
Three new “River Class” offshore patrol vessels for the Royal Navy’s Fishery 

Protection Squadron feature a ship-to-shore converter. The system, designed by

VT Controls Ltd. (now part of Rolls-Royce Marine Electrical Systems), has two

functions: At sea it is used as a speed controller for the bow thrusters, in the port

it serves as a converter for the ship’s power supply. At the heart of the system are

two pairs of Unidrives from Control Techniques with Beckhoff Bus Terminals 

and CTNet Bus Coupler for handling inputs and interlocks to ensure correct con-

figuration and lock-off when divers work near the bow thrusters.

Programmed drive cuts cycle time on vehicle drop section at Nissan
A vehicle drop section at Nissan UK’s Sunderland factory has been redesigned 

using Control Techniques drives and Beckhoff Bus Terminals. The improved

process control enabled the introduction of longer cars onto the line while main-

taining the cycle time and eliminating any chance of collision during the lower-

ing of the car carrier.

33 worldwide

Control Techniques with its head office in Newtown, Great Britain is represented in

more than 50 countries worldwide. The Beckhoff BK7200 Bus Coupler was specially 

developed for the CTNet bus system from Control Techniques. The Bus Couplers and

further information about CTNet are available in all Control Techniques drive centers.

“River Class” off-shore patrol vessel

Nissan needed to trim at least 4.5 seconds off the cycle time and to be able to

program in a minimum dynamic gap to miss the car in front during lowering of

the carrier. This proved impossible with their existing system.

Control Techniques was heavily involved in the design of the new system from

day one. The whole of the programming could be carried out on the drive itself,

which meant the whole process was very much simpler, leaving the PLC pro-

gramming virtually as it was. The new system starts with a completely new

“booster,” consisting of a booster carriage with positive locking mechanism that

is pulled along the booster frame via a toothed belt. Control Techniques supplied

the gearbox, the AC motor and the 1.5 kW Unidrive. The Beckhoff CTNet Bus 

Coupler processes the additional signals of the distance detectors and limit

switches.

“The new system enables the cycle to be completed comfortably within the 

60-second window. The whole system proved to be exceptionally reliable and

practically without any downtime,” said Gareth Jones from Control Techniques.

“Nissan is fundamentally very cautious with the introduction of new techno-

logies and designs, since the company cannot afford failures. In a factory operat-

ing with an overall efficiency of 98.5 percent, the maximum tolerable downtime

per day across the complete operation is 8 minutes.”

Control Techniques www.controltechniques.com
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During the production process, the molds in Wheaton’s forming machines have to

be lubricated. The glass containers produced during this short lubrication period

have to be monitored for quality so any reject containers can be removed. After

lubrication, a control signal is issued for a mechanism to automatically remove

the still hot containers from the moving conveyor. The number of glass container

units and the frequency of this operation are pre-set, and the process runs auto-

matically.

Wheaton Brasil decided to use the BC7300 Bus Terminal Controller with Modbus

interface for implementing this automatic rejection system. Each rejector has 

a BC7300 with 8 digital input terminals, 2 digital output terminals and an SSI 

sensor interface. Through the KL5001 encoder terminal, the small Beckhoff con-

troller determines the correct point of rejection by means of a mathematical 

algorithm. The digital input terminals receive the rejection request command.

Once the correct rejection position has been determined, the output terminals 

activate solenoid valves that operate a pneumatic system for removing the 

correct number of units from the moving conveyor.

Prior to the installation of the automatic rejection system, the rejects had to pass

through the complete production, only to be checked and removed manually dur-

ing the final processing stage. The automation of the procedure led to significant

savings in material and time and resulted in Wheaton installing this system at

four other production lines.

I/O components help eliminate safety hazards to machine operators
while increasing production quality and volume
The success attained through the use of Beckhoff I/O components motivated

Mauro Poltronieri, director for automation systems at Wheaton Brasil, to develop

additional projects for increasing the productivity of the company. The aim was

to replace a mechanical cam system in the production machines for glass pack-

aging units. Each machine has up to 8 sections, producing up to 4 units each. The

mechanical system involves very long set-up times due to the precise adjustment

required by various components.

Wheaton Brasil, based in São Bernardo do Campo, Brazil, is one of the world’s leading suppliers of glass
packaging for the cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and food industries. Part of the company’s success is based on its rich 
tradition of openness towards new technologies, which it uses to anticipate and meet the growing demands of the global
market. An automatic rejection system utilizing Beckhoff I/O components replaces the previously used manual selection
and inspection procedure for glass containers.
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Bus Terminal Controller replaces 
manual selection process

Wheaton Brasil optimizes the production of glass packaging
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“The Beckhoff I/O system will enable us to drastically reduce the set-up time for

these machines, with a resulting increase in production output and much im-

proved accuracy,” said Poltronieri. “With our conventional machines, we had to

make adjustments with the machine running or we had to stop the section to 

be adjusted, which interrupted production. Additionally, making manual adjust-

ments with the machine running creates a high safety risk for the operator. The

Beckhoff system enables all adjustments to be made “online” via the superviso-

ry control, completely eliminating the risk of accidents and improving the pro-

duction volume and quality,” Poltronieri added.

Marcos Giorjiani from Conexel, the Beckhoff partner in Brazil supporting the pro-

ject, said, “The system currently being tested involves seven BC9000 Ethernet

controllers, one of which acts as a master. It receives a signal from an encoder,

which is connected with the principal axis and coordinates the transfer of infor-

mation to the other six stations. Each of these stations controls a particular 

section of the production plant.”

Poltronieri further explained the strategy, “During the test phase, we use IP 20

Bus Terminals. In the final version, we will use the IP 67 Fieldbus Box modules in

order to reduce the length of the wiring between the circuit board and the field

devices.”

Conexel – Conexões Elétricas Ltda. www.conexel.com.br
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Wheaton Brasil

The Wheaton Brasil group can look back on 100 years

of corporate history. The specialist for glass packag-

ing for the cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and food in-

dustry has been present in the Brazilian market for 

50 years. Wheaton Brasil also produces domestic 

textiles that are exported worldwide. The production

plant at São Bernardo do Campo extends to 

86,000 sq.m. Four continuously running glass fur-

naces feed the 21 production lines, which are 

designed for 2,100 units per minute, corresponding

to a daily production of 300 tons of glass products.

Wheaton Brasil

www.wheatonbrasil.com.br

Mauro Poltronieri – director for automation systems at Wheaton 

Brasil – next to the control desk for the new control system.
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The central theme of Inteltek’s presence at the fair was “With ideas to market

leadership.” “With PC- and Ethernet-based control technology from Beckhoff,

we managed to set new standards, particularly in applications using distributed

controllers with motion engineering as the main tool,” explained Sunil Raibagi,

managing director of Inteltek. “Our strategy for the automation sector is to offer

convincing and complete solutions from a single source through the sale of Beckhoff

products.”

Visitors were interested in the CX1000 as a reliable, scalable and cost-effective

solution for all applications for which a PLC is not powerful enough, yet PC-based

solutions are too expensive. The memory capacity of the CX is expandable up to

2 GB, enabling industrial applications with widely distributed I/Os to be controlled

with outstanding precision. Applications that previously required several power-

ful CPUs can now be controlled via a single PC. Where previously controllers with

decentralized intelligence were required, today efficient solutions can be realized

with Soft PLCs. The use of Soft PLCs is also gaining more ground in motion 

control applications.

“Many multi-national companies transfer business processes to India, which 

offers excellent investment opportunities,” said Sunil Raibagi, reflecting on the

economic situation. “Car manufacturers, for example, experienced above-average

growth over the last financial year.”

Beckhoff has been present on the Indian market since 2002 and over the 

years, more than eight control suppliers have become established in India. “PC-

based control technology is currently still the exception in India,” explained

Raibagi, “but we see good growth opportunities in the area of process automa-

tion.” Shashikant Magdum, Inteltek director responsible for Beckhoff solutions,

said, “The decision to use a PC solution or a hardware PLC as a controller involves 

different considerations. We convince our customers through applications imple-

mented in a wide range of industry sectors, including steel (hot galvanizing

plants), automotive (system refurbishment), diamond cutting and glass, where

the use of PC-based controllers has proved to be very economical. Installation

times are negligible, and the price to performance ratio is optimal. As a Beckhoff

distribution partner we can also offer our customers efficient support and service."

“TwinCAT is excellently suitable as an integrated solution for PLC, CNC, NC and

motion control tasks for our customers in the business of special purpose 

machines, diamond cutting machines, aerial positioning and foundries,” said

Magdum. Recently, Inteltek successfully tested the MovCE software on the Beckhoff

CX1000 with WinCE. The result is a clear competitive advantage over other 

suppliers in the market. “We are sure that this will enable us to open up new 

business areas,” Shashikant Magdum concluded.

Inteltek Automation Pvt. Ltd. www.inteltekindia.com
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Inteltek Automation Pvt. Ltd., Beckhoff distribution partner in India, was extremely satisfied with the results
from “Imtex 2004”, the largest trade fair for mechanical engineering in India, which took place between January 28 and 
February 3, 2004 in Mumbai. Visitors were very interested in the presentation of the Beckhoff core competencies of IPC, I/O com-
ponents and automation solutions. Overall, Inteltek sales staff registered more than 800 customer contacts.

PC-based automation 
is gaining ground

Inteltek convinces with Beckhoff products at “Imtex 2004”

Shashikant Magdum, Beckhoff project manager at InteltekSunil Raibagi, managing director of Inteltek
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International standardization of EtherCAT has also been initiated successfully.

EtherCAT has become an established industrial Ethernet technology, and it is hard

to imagine related symposia, conferences and workshops without this subject.This

is also apparent from the numerous awards for EtherCAT over recent months.

EtherCAT has attracted best new technology awards not only in German-speaking

countries, but also in the USA, Sweden and Poland.

ETG membership reaches 100 
On Friday, June 26, 2004, the 100th membership application form arrived by fax at

the EtherCAT Technology Group head office in Nuremberg. In the history of fieldbus

organizations, the ETG thus had an exceptional start: from zero to one hundred in

less than 8 months. But that’s not all: Only a week later, ETG already had 105 mem-

bers. But it is not only the number of member companies that is impressive, the

worldwide distribution also speaks for itself. Currently, companies from the USA,

Canada, China, Korea, Taiwan, Israel, Belgium, Sweden, Finland, Great Britain, Italy,

Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria and, naturally, Germany are represented in the

ETG; enquiries from South America, Africa and Australia have been received.

“No doubt the number of members is not everything,” Martin Rostan, EtherCAT

product manager at Beckhoff, explained, “but it indicates the tremendous 

worldwide interest in EtherCAT. We are particularly pleased about the con-

siderable number of participants at ETG events, which indicates that the members

are indeed committed to EtherCAT and want to actively share this technology.

It also shows that the members are satisfied with what the ETG has to offer.

For us this is confirmation and incentive at the same time.”

EtherCAT Technology Group kick-off meeting 
The EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) kick-off meeting, held March 9/10, 2004 

at Frankfurt in Germany, was very well received. More than 70 delegates from 

45 member companies gained insights into the EtherCAT specification, adopted 

a constitution and exchanged information.

During the meeting, the ETG members elected a board of directors, which 

will manage and represent the ETG in future. With Clement Peters from Schuler

AG and Dr. Peter Heidrich from the company Baumüller, both the user side and 

the manufacturer side are represented on the board. Martin Rostan was 

elected to the board of directors for Beckhoff as the technology providing au-

tomation company.
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EtherCAT 
on the road 
to success

EtherCAT, the real-time Ethernet technology for control applications developed by Beckhoff, is making headway at all levels: Basic development
and technical testing were completed successfully in close cooperation with selected pilot customers, and the technology was presented and 
discussed in detail in the EtherCAT Technology Group. While several special protocol features – partially prompted by contributions from ETG
members – are still being added, implementation from FPGA to ASIC has already started.

The ETG board of directors (left to right): Clement Peters, Schuler AG, Martin Rostan, Beckhoff and Dr. Peter Heidrich,

Baumüller.
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38 ETG

New ETG members since 
the last edition of PC Control:

3S-Smart Software Solutions GmbH, Germany

ACS-Tech80 Ltd., Israel

AMK GmbH & Co.KG, Germany

AutomationX GmbH, Austria

With 30 participants, the first meeting of the ETG technical committee on May 5/6 in

Nuremberg/Germany was very well attended.

Clement Peters, coordinator for control and drive systems at press manufacturer

Schuler, talks about the reasons for his commitment to ETG: “The Schuler Group

deals with a wide range of applications covering a variety of requirements for 

industrial communication systems. Hydraulic controllers require maximum 

performance. The size of our systems leads to extensive networks, and costs 

naturally also play an important role. In the past we had to use several different

bus systems, because no single system was able to cover all aspects. Particularly

in terms of cycle time, we nevertheless reached the limits of conventional field-

bus technology. With EtherCAT we found a technology that enables us to solve

all our applications. We are very keen to see a wide range of EtherCAT devices,

and we therefore actively contribute to the EtherCAT Technology Group, which

from our point of view had a very promising start. We also encourage our sup-

pliers to implement EtherCAT.”

Dr. Peter Heidrich, Development Manager at Baumüller, explains his involvement

in ETG: “As one of the leading manufacturers of electrical drive and automation

solutions, the Baumüller group has been familiar with both open and proprietary

fieldbus systems for some time. Baumüller has also been active with technology

development in this area. The best example for such developments is our 

CANsync, which we have been using successfully for a number of years. In order

to be able to combine our heterogeneous automation and drive solutions b maXX

4000, b maXX 3000 and b maXX 2000 with a synchronous fieldbus system in new,

sometimes even more complex, demanding or price-sensitive applications, we

have been looking at real-time Ethernet fieldbus technologies in some detail.

For us, important criteria are total system costs, performance, availability of ini-

tial solutions and potential for the selected technology to become an open 

standard supported by a large number of manufacturers. EtherCAT has proven 

to be the technology that best meets our expectations. We are convinced of the

success of this system, and we actively want to help shape EtherCAT.”

Martin Rostan comments: “The ETG meetings clearly show that the EtherCAT

Technology Group approach is working. Beckhoff presents EtherCAT development

and opens up this attractive technology for all interested companies. At the same

time, their qualified feedback contributes to improving the specification and leads

to existing features being complemented for special device classes or applica-

tions. All those involved and naturally EtherCAT itself benefit from this co-opera-

tion without unnecessary loss of time through the development of specifications

in committees with continuously changing membership and majorities. Members

can influence the EtherCAT development with minimum investments, while Beckhoff

can maintain the aim of rapid availability on the market, despite the openness."

Aweta G&P, The Netherlands

Axiom GB Ltd., United Kingdom

Beck-IPC GmbH, Germany

Cimetrics, Inc., USA

DeWind GmbH, Germany

Eagle Precision Technologies Inc., Canada

Electronic Control Systems, Italy

Elmar Vögel Software & Automation, Austria

Fachhochschule Solothurn, Switzerland

ferrocontrol Steuerungssysteme 

GmbH & Co KG, Germany

Flanders Mechatronics Technology Centre, Belgium

Fritz Kübler GmbH, Germany

ICP DAS Co. Ltd., Taiwan

Industriele Automatisierung Kremer B.V., Belgium

IVECO Motorenforschungs-AG, Switzerland
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ETG dates and events 2004

Sept. 16 | ETG Technical Committee Meeting

Oct. 19–20 | Berlin, Germany, Estrel Convention Center

VDE Congress 2004:

The Ethernet fieldbus is called EtherCAT

Nov. 23–25 | Nuremberg, Germany

SPS/IPC/DRIVES: ETG Multi-Vendor presentation

“Pure technology”
Once the formalities were out of the way, delegates started discussing technical

issues. Developers from Beckhoff, headed by Dr. Dirk Janssen, gave insights into

the details of the EtherCAT specifications.A live presentation of the main features

rounded off the technology part of the meeting. In direct conversation, questions

regarding the implementation of devices in EtherCAT networks could be clarified,

and participants made good use of this opportunity.

With 30 participants, the first meeting of the technical committee, which took

place on May 5/6 in Nuremberg/Germany, was very well attended. Apart from

technical discussions, the emphasis was on training. Dr. Dirk Janssen and Holger

Büttner, supported by other developers, introduced the protocol, the implemen-

tation and the latest developments. During this phase, it is obvious that convey-

ing information features prominently in technical meetings: After all, EtherCAT is

no longer in the development phase, but is already largely implemented. Never-

theless, the discussion brought up interesting suggestions and aspects, which are

currently being included in the specification. The meeting was therefore very use-

ful for all involved.

It also showed that a training component is helpful and necessary, particularly 

for those who have not attended a meeting before. The next meeting, entitled

“implementation kick-off meeting” and to be held July 6-8, will therefore start

with a one-day EtherCAT training session.

International standardization initiated
Disclosure is not only driven from within the EtherCAT Technology Group – the

international standardization of EtherCAT has also been initiated already. Both

the Real-Time-Ethernet Working Group of IEC and ISO have accepted an acceler-

ated standardization procedure for EtherCAT, so that EtherCAT is expected to 

obtain the status of an official IEC or ISO specification quite soon. This makes

EtherCAT’s openness kind of “official”.

More than 70 participants from 45 member companies attended the EtherCAT

Technology Group kick-off meeting on March 9/10, 2004 in Frankfurt/Germany.

KEB Antriebstechnik, Germany

Koenig Prozessautomatisierungs GmbH, Germany

KW-Software GmbH, Germany

Lust Drivetronics GmbH, Germany

LVD company, Belgium

MESCO Engineering GmbH, Germany

Moeller GmbH, Germany

Pfeiffer Vacuum, Germany

Profimatics GmbH, Germany

Robert Bosch GmbH, Germany

ROBOX S.P.A., Italy

Rohwedder AG, Germany

Samsung Electronics, Korea 

S.W.A.C. GmbH, Germany

SMC European Technical Centre, United Kingdom

Soft-O-Matic, The Netherlands

IAONA: “Memorandum of Understanding” signed
At the Hanover Fair ETG, IAONA, Modbus-IDA, ODVA, SERCOS and EPSG signed

a “Memorandum of Understanding” (MoU). All partner organizations declared

their willingness to co-operate in the following areas: network security, wiring,

application of the IEEE 1588 standard (adjustment of clocks via the network), and

general system integration. This declaration underlines the co-operation between

IAONA and ETG. Martin Rostan has been a member of the IAONA technical 

steering committee right from the outset and has represented IAONA as a 

technical expert in IEC working groups.

www.ethercat.org

Steinhoff Automation GmbH, Germany

Weidmüller Interface GmbH & Co KG, Germany

Weidmüller Schweiz AG, Switzerland

WIKA Alexander Wiegand GmbH & Co. KG. Germany

Wipotec GmbH, Germany

Wittenstein Motion Control GmbH, Germany

WTCM, Belgium

Zhejiang Supcon Technology Co Ltd, China

The complete list of ETG members can be found at

www.ethercat.org

39 ETG
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The basis for success is the continuous introduction of new products and basic

technologies, and the consistent expansion of its international distribution net-

work. In 2003, the ambitious target of being present in more than 50 countries

has been achieved. Hans Beckhoff, managing director of Beckhoff, sees his com-

pany’s strategy of increased involvement in the international market confirmed:

“Our investments in a national and international distribution structure over 

recent years are now paying off.” We achieved good growth on the domestic 

market, but most significant was the export business with an increase of more

than 40 %. The Beckhoff subsidiaries in Switzerland, Austria, Finland, Sweden,

Poland, China, USA and the new subsidiary in Italy, recorded high growth rates

throughout. Exports now make up 37 % of sales. By the end of 2003, Beckhoff

Industrie Elektronik had 470 staff (+10 % compared with the previous year).

In 2004 the company expects further growth in the international market. Plans

are in place to continue the expansion of the distribution network, with particu-

lar emphasis on North America and China. Increased involvement in southern and

eastern Europe is also envisaged. At the beginning of this year, Beckhoff opened

an agency for Russia in Moscow. The recently established Beckhoff branch in

Lithuania will deal with Latvia and Belarus. Further new agencies in Bulgaria and

Romania, Portugal, Greece and Croatia consolidate the distribution network 

for Beckhoff products in Europe. The presence on the Asian market has been 

intensified with agencies in South Korea and Japan.

Having surpassed the ambitious sales forecasts for last year, managing director

Hans Beckhoff is confident about the future: “The improvement in the economic

situation and the development of new technologies are positive signs for the rest

of the current year. One example is EtherCAT, our Ethernet-based fieldbus system

for industrial automation, which is characterized by outstanding performance and

particularly simple handling.” EtherCAT was first presented at the Hanover Fair

2003 and generated significant interest as one of the technological highlights.

Volume delivery of the first EtherCAT products is scheduled for the end of this

year. Together with the market introduction of further product innovations and 

extensions, the course is set for the future.

After a short “breathing space” in 2002, Beckhoff Industrie Elektronik, Verl, Germany,
is once again on the familiar road to success. With an increase of 29% in 2003, growth is back to that of
previous years. The specialist for PC-based control technology achieved worldwide sales of 98 million 
euros, thereby successfully breaking away from the still soft economic conditions of the domestic market.

40 news

The course is set for the future

Beckhoff announces 
29 percent increase in sales

1997

27 mill. U

1998

39 mill. U

1999

54 mill. U

2000

66.5 mill. U

2001

77 mill. U

2002

76 mill. U

2003

98 mill. U

Managing director Hans Beckhoff said:

“The expansion of our production and 

storage areas was a prerequisite for being

able to successfully meet the increasing

sales volume and increase productivity.”
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Tire Technology Expo 2004 took place between March 23 and 25, 2004

in Stuttgart, Germany. Beckhoff was represented for the first time on a

joint exhibition with Continental's molds and machine factory (Formen-

und Maschinenfabrik, FMF).The Tire Technology Expo is one of the world’s

leading events for design, development, production and engineering in

the tire industry.

At the show, Beckhoff presented products and solutions that have been

tried and tested under harsh conditions in the tire industry. The highlight

of the exhibition was the live demonstration of a high-tech mold 

cleaning system with a 5-axis motion control solution, based on the

rugged CP7130 Panel PC, TwinCAT automation software and Beckhoff

Drive Technology. Remote maintenance of the machine via web cam and the

remote control technology integrated in TwinCAT was also demonstrated.

Klaus Büttner, who manages the tire technology division at Beckhoff said:

“Due to positive feedback from the international representatives of tire

manufacturers and suppliers, Beckhoff will be back as an exhibitor at Tire

Technology Expo 2005 in Cologne, Germany, next year to present our

long-standing tire production know-how once again.”

www.tire-expo.com

41 news

Tire Tech Expo 2004 – the trade
fair for the tire industry

Warehouse and logistics hall in Verl, Germany

Production hall for Industrial PCs at Beckhoff headquarters in Verl, Germany

Production facility for I/O components covering 4,300 m2

New production and logistics hall 

at Beckhoff headquarters

The recent expansion of the production and storage capacity at Beckhoff

global headquarters in Verl, Germany is the response from the Beckhoff

management to steady growth over recent years. A total of 15,500 m2

production and office space is now available to further promote this

growth. Only 3 years ago, the production section had moved into a new

hall, but an extremely rapid increase in orders necessitated an extension

and another relocation. Beckhoff I/O components are now produced in 

a dedicated building with a total floor space of 4,300 m2, while the 

production facilities for Industrial PCs and Control Panels have been 

expanded to 2,500 m2. An additional 2,000 m2 hall almost doubled 

the warehousing and logistics capacities.
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Europe

Germany

Motek

September 21 – 24, 2004

Sinsheim

Hall 7 Booth 7028

www.motek-messe.com

EuroBLECH

October 26 – 30, 2004

Hall 11 Booth G15

Hanover

www.euroblech.com

SPS/IPC/DRIVES

November 23 – 25, 2004

Nuremberg

Hall 7 Booth 440

www.mesago.com/sps

Austria

SMART Automation Austria

October 06 – 08, 2004

Linz

Booth AH214

www.smart-automation.at

From April 16-17 in 2004, Beckhoff invited its sales staff and distribution 

partners to its second International Sales Meeting (ISM), which took place in

traditional ambience in Marienfeld, Germany. A total of 125 participants from

35 partner companies and subsidiaries attended the event with 47 countries

represented. The ISM was established as a response to the rapid growth in

exports and the expansion of the Beckhoff global distribution network. The

comprehensive agenda, which included 27 presentations, gave sales staff an

opportunity to learn about new products and solutions and to exchange their

own information and ideas. Contributions from the partner companies and

Beckhoff subsidiaries along with special segments relating to sales proved to

be insightful for country-specific business considerations.

In addition, managing director Hans Beckhoff welcomed the following 

companies as new members of the Beckhoff family: Kastiva (Bulgaria), IAS 

Industrial Automation Systems (Greece), Nicmehr (Iran), Prolog (Israel),

KMecs (Japan), Bresimar (Portugal), Controrg (Hungary), and the recently 

established Beckhoff agencies in Russia and Lithuania. The large number 

of new partnerships and branches reflects the expansion efforts and the 

increasing significance of the global export business for Beckhoff.

The German sales staff and the international partner companies and sub-

sidiaries were briefed on the 2004 Hanover Fair and the Light + Building fair

that ran concurrently in Frankfurt through information about Beckhoff 

products and innovations. Both trade fairs were characterized by a significant

increase in international attendees.

Kai Ristau, export manager at Beckhoff, is very satisfied with the success of

the event. “The International Sales Meeting has almost become an institution

for Beckhoff,” said Ristau. “The expansion of our distribution network with

an increased focus on Southern and Eastern Europe and on the Asian mar-

kets makes it essential that we continue to meet like this every two years.

A close relationship with our distribution partners and the head office in 

Germany is very important to us. Ultimately, even well-prepared electronic

and print information sources are no substitute for the direct exchange of 

experience and information that comes with personal contact. Feedback from

participants confirms that with the ISM we have created a Beckhoff forum for

trans-national dialog." 

Second “International 
Sales Meeting”

42 news

Trade shows 2004

Global Beckhoff sales and distribution gathering at ISM 2004
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Switzerland

Go Automation

August 31 – September 03, 2004

Basel

Hall 1.1 Booth D76

www.go-automation.ch

Finland

Tekniikka

October 06 – 08, 2004

Jyväskylä

Booth C-411

www.jklpaviljonki.fi/tekniikka2004
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Russia

Progressive Technologies in Automation

September 29 – October 01, 2004

Moscow

www.pta-expo.ru

SibPolytech. Industrial Automation

October 26 – 29, 2004

Novosibirsk

www.sibfair.ru

Hi-Tech House

November 24 – 27, 2004

Moscow

www.hitechhouse.ru

North America

USA

Assembly Expo

September 28 – 30, 2004

Chicago

Booth 363

www.atexpo.com

Pack Expo International

November 07 – 11, 2004

Chicago

www.packexpo.com

For additional information on

our worldwide subsidiaries’

and partner companies’ trade

show schedules please check:

www.beckhoff.com

Italy

BIAS

September 14 – 17, 2004

Milan

Hall 11 Booth E28

www.ilb2b.it/personal/Bias
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